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SUBSEQUENTIAL LIMIT POINTS OF
SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS

L.  F.   GUSEMAN, JR.  AND  J.   L.  SOLOMON

Abstract. Results concerning the structure, cardinality, and

invariance of the cluster set of the subsequential limit points of

successive approximations are presented. These results along with

some examples answer questions posed in a recent paper by F. T.

Metcalf and T. D. Rogers.

1. Introduction. In a recent paper, [1], Metcalf and Rogers investigated

certain properties of the set of subsequential limit points of successive

approximations. Motivation for their paper was provided by the study

of initial-value problems; in particular, an initial-value problem whose

unique solution could not be obtained as the limit of its (Picard) sequence

of successive approximations (see the references in [1] for examples). They

observed that, even though the sequence of successive approximations

need not converge, the sequence may have cluster points (or, subsequential

limit points) which give some information about the initial-value problem

(such as satisfying a coupled system). Consequently, they studied the

behavior of the cluster points under the mapping which defines the

successive approximations in the following general setting:

Let (1) (Y, d) be a metric space;

(2) F be a continuous function from Y into Y;

(3) {xn}™=0 be the sequence of successive approximations, xn+1=

Txn, w=0, 1, 2, • • ■ , forx0G Y;

(A) S£ denote the cluster set (subsequential limit points) of {x„}"=0;

(5) JS?' denote the derived set of <£;

(6) V{xn}™=0 denote the range of {xX=o-

It is assumed throughout that X= F{xi!}™=0U^f is a compact subset of Y.

Consequently, Z£ is closed and nonempty,  T£C=<i', and   if'çrii".

Metcalf and Rogers presented conditions (Theorems I and II below)

which insure that ¿¡é" = T¿¿", and posed the following questions:

A. Does one always have ¿£'= TS£"\

B. Does J£f" consist only of fixed points?
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In §2 we present an example which answers both A and B in the negative.

Another example shows that even when Si'=Si, Si' may contain no

fixed points of F. Necessary and sufficient conditions that Sf' = TSf', and

some results on the cardinality of Sf—Sf' and Sf are presented in §3.

Some open problems are discussed in §4.

The following results from [1] are needed in the sequel.

Theorem I. Suppose Sf'j¿0. In the following list of statements,

(i)=>(ii)=>(iii)=>(iv).

(i) The set T~la is finite for each a e Sf;

(ii) TSf'=Sf';
(iii) Sf-Sf'cTiSf-Sf');
(iv) Sf—Sf' is empty or infinite.

Theorem II. If Si" has at most a finite number of nonfixed points of T,

then TSf'=Sf'.

2. Examples, (i) In this example, each of the sets Sf, Si", and Si—Si" is

countably infinite, Sf' is properly contained in TSf', and Sf' contains

exactly one fixed point of F.

Let A he the set of points on the x-axis defined by

A = {(0, 0)} u {(1/zz, 0):zz = 1} u {(1/zz + l/zzm, 0):zz, zzz = 2}.

The mapping Fis defined on a grid of points in the plane as follows:

M)

H)

(■•I)

H)

H"'     *(v°).(?•).(i»)-   •••(<,«)

Note that the iterates of (1, 1) cover the first n— 1 terms of the sequence

{(l/zz+l/zzm, 0)}„=2 which converges to (1/zz, 0), then proceed to cover the

first zz terms of the sequence converging to (l/(zz+l), 0).
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For points in A, define T as follows :

F(0, 0) = (0, 0) = 7X1, 0),       7X1/2, 0) = (1,0).

7X1/», 0) = (l/(n - 1), 0),        n ^ 3,

T(ljn + l/nm, 0) = (l/(n - 1) + l/(» - l)m, 0),       n ^ 3, m ^ 2,

7X1/2+ l/2m,0) = (1,0),       m £2.

Let Y=AUV{T"(1, 1)}™=0. It is easily seen that Fis continuous on Y,

has (0, 0) as the only fixed point, and the cluster set of the sequence

{F"(l, l)}n=0 is given by SC=A. Furthermore, we have

Se' = {(0,0)} u{(1/h,0):k>2},

j2? - jgf" = {(1,0)} u {(1/n + 1/«'", 0):/z, m ^ 2},

TSC' -£" = {(l,0)},   and

<e - se' = txjs? - js?')-

This last set equality shows that the implications (ii)=>(iii), (ii)=>(iv) of

Theorem I cannot be reversed. Note that T~xa is infinite for exactly one

point of Se, namely (1,0). Also, note that Si" has a countably infinite

number of nonfixed points of T, so that the condition of finiteness in

Theorem II cannot be weakened to countable.

(ii) This example illustrates the case in which Se=Se' (and thus Se'=

TSC') but S(" has no fixed points of T. Let Y be the subset of the plane

defined by (in complex notation)

Y= {z:z = eie, 0^ 0 < 2tt}.

Let a be irrational, and define F on y by T(ei*)=ei{t+i*a\ The cluster set

of the sequence {Fn(l, 0)}£.0 is given by Se= Y=Se', TSe'=Se', but T
has no fixed points in Se. This example shows that the converse of Theorem

II is not true.

3. Main results. Some results concerning the invariance of Se' and the

cardinality of Se and Se—S?' are now presented.

Theorem 1.    Suppose Se''# 0. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) Tse' = se';
(ii) T-xaC\Se'=0 for eachaeSe-Se';

(in) r-^OA is finite for each a e S?-Se'.

Proof.    (i)=>(ii). If y e T^xa r\Se', then Ty=a e SS-Se', contradicting

(i).
(ii)=>(iii). Let a e Se—Se' and suppose that yeT~xaC\X which is

infinite. If y e F{x„}^=0 then there exists a positive integer N such that

y=TNx0. Then since TSe=SC, rv+kx0=Tky=Tk-xa e Se for each k^l.
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It follows that T~^aC\Sf is infinite. Thus there is a sequence {y„}"_0 with

distinct terms in T~^aC\Sf which converges to z e Sf'. Since T~la is closed,

z e T-xaC\Sf', which contradicts (ii).

(iii)=>(i). Let/ e TSf'-Sf' and choose x e Sf' such that Tix)=y. Then

there exists a sequence {_y„}™=i with distinct terms in Sf such that limn yn=

x. By continuity of F, lim„ Fv>n=y. Since y$Sf', there exists a positive

integer N such that Tyn=y for zz—A7^. It follows that T~xy is infinite,

contradicting (iii).

Theorem 2.   Sf—Sf' is countable.

Proof. If Sf'=0, then i? is finite, so suppose Sf'^0. For each

positive integer zz, there exist points z1, z2, ■ • ■ ,zn in Sf' such that the

open spheres, 5(z,, 1/zz), of radius 1/zz about the points z¿ cover Sf'. For

each zz, let An=\Jf¿x Sfo, 1/zz) and note that each Sf—An is closed and

disjoint from Sf'. It follows that Sf—An is finite for each zz. It remains to

show that Sf—Sf' is contained in the countable set (J« i^—An). But if

yeSf-Sf', then for sufficiently large zz, 0<l/n<diy, Si'), so that

y e Sf-An. Thus Sf-Sf' is countable.

As shown by example (i), Sf—Sf' can be countably infinite when Sf' is

a proper subset of TSf'. For the case where Sf—Sf' is infinite and TSf' =

Sf', see example (ii) of [1]. The following result shows that when Sf is

countably infinite, then Sf—Sf' is always (countably) infinite.

Theorem 3. IfSf'j¿0 and Sf—Sf' is finite ipossibly empty), then Sf

is uncountable.

Proof. Let y e Sf' and choose a sequence {yn)n=x with distinct terms

from Si such that limnyn=y. Since Si—Si' is finite, yn e Si' for suffi-

ciently large n. Hence y e iSf')' and thus Sf' is perfect and uncountable.

Therefore Sf is uncountable.

We know of no example where Si'^O, and Si—Si' is nonempty and

finite. Such an example may be difficult to construct as evidenced by

Theorem 3. However, we do have the following result.

Theorem 4.   Suppose SfV 0 • The following statements are equivalent:

(I) TSf'-Sf' is finite.
(ii) A={a e Sf' : Ta $ Si'} is closed.

Proof.    (i)=>(ii). If TSi'-Sf'={yu y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn}, then

A = \J iT-^i n Si')
i=X

is clearly closed since T is continuous.
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(ii)=>(i). If A is closed, then TA = TSe'-Se', and TA is closed. Thus if

TSe'—Se'={yn:n^.l} is infinite, there is an infinite sequence {an} of

distinct terms in A with Tan=yn for each n. By compactness, it follows that

TA C\Se'^ 0 , a contradiction.

As exemplified by example (i) above, the set A in Theorem 4 need not be

finite.

4. Concluding remarks. The previous results give only partial answers

to the following questions concerning the structure of Se (for nonempty

sey.
1. Suppose Se—Se'jí0. Is Se—Se' infinite? Does Se' contain a fixed

point of F?

2. What are necessary and sufficient conditions that S£' consist entirely

of fixed points of F?

3. Can TSe'-Se' be infinite?
By imposing further restrictions on S£ (e.g. Se has a finite number of

components) one obtains sufficient (but not necessary) conditions that

Se'=TSe'. However, these conditions will not be considered here.

The authors wish to thank Mr. Anthony Biagioli for discussions con-

cerning example (i) of this paper.
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